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Introduction
There is -a great, deal that

.

we, do not know about literacy.. In

anthropology, *bates are waged about the effects of the advent of
writing on the intellectual traditions and hikory of a society
(Goody & Watt, 1977; Goody, 1977).

-

In psychology, mudh inquiry

concerns the intellectual consequences of literacy in the life of

the individual (SCribnr &"Cole, 1981).

.

Social c#tic? and edu-

,cators struggle with questions of the appropriate environments,
techniques: and goals for literacy instruction. ,For some, literay
is operationally, defined as an array of technical skills :equisite

for performance in many oc4upations. For others, literacy is the
\

I

key to. other worlds-both witfiin and outside oneself (Bettelheim,

1967).. For still others, literacy isa crucial form Of "cultural
capital" (Bourdieu, 1977) without-which critique of the conditions
of one's life is difficult and the means to change those conditions

out of reach (Friere, 1970; Giroux, 1979)
ftowe'iier we think of the effects of literacy,on the individual

and the community, there appears to be consensus that.writiiig is a

cultural tool (Vygotsky, 1978) making possible a variety'of expresSive activities.

In our society, schools ye vested with great re-

sponsibility for teaching people to yield that cultural tool.'

There

'is 'much contemporary concern about the. effectivenesswith which schools
o
-impart literacy skills to students.
consensus and good information end.

Beyond these observations, however,

Apart from the manifest curricula

for reading and language arts, little is known about writing in either.

the school or non-school lives of children (Hymes, 1979), and the

t
2

classroom is n'bt well-Idocumented as an environment for literacy..

The

research on which this paper reports w as undertaken to lean? more
a bout writing in the school life of children.

Background of the Research Problem
Scholars of language and culture have expressed concern about
the adequacy' of the .classroom as'amenvironment'for ].earning to
write.

Cook-Gunperi & Cumperz (1918), fof example, argue that

schools in our society too narrowly define both :the'Uses of written
F

literacy and the skills necessary to accomplish them.
echoes this concern.

Shut' (1981)

He points-out that while childrch have mastered

a broad range of oral 1anguage functions by the time thit they enter
scl.00l, most have had limited experience in writing.
.

School, it is argued, is a public and institutional place.

As

*such it is. typified by f. formal langUage register (Cazden, 1979):and
vt

by expressive activities in the European essayise tradition (Scollon

& Scollon, 1981)2 School writing has been Criticized as being
largelY teacbei-generated, monologic, and non-functional inthe
,,out -of- school lives of&ildren (Shuy,
1981; Floria:-I979).
,,

Such

a learning environment limits thildren's oppOrtunitfas to acquire
..

and practice.a broad and rich sociolinguistic repertoire (Hymes,
1974).

For writing in particular, which'is generally acquired at

school rather than iri the home, the consequeAces of this ndrrowness

are several. ,First, children may never practice parts of the-writ(

ten expressive universe that are self -generated; transactional and
useful in the course of life outside school.. Second, ciarticularly
for children whose own culturz! does no -define writing go narrowly,

4

.

3

Children may experience failureas they attempt co make sense of
literacy activities at school in tAeir own terms (Scollon & Scollon,
1981; Au .& Mason, 1981).

Third,.students may fail to acquire values
-

4t/

about literacy and its manifold personal and social possibilities
(Friere, 1970).

If such is the case, children's_ competencf in

J,

writing may never be fully realized, not despite their foirgAl ON
q-

.

0

/

cation, but, as a consequence of its limitations.

These are disturbing and powerful hypotheses about the class.

room as a learning environment fOrwriting.

Our way to pursue them

is to enter the classroom and examine it as a social Context for
writing-and its, instruction.

The Study

The two-year study on which this paper reports was conceived
in curiosity about the classroom as an environment for literacy.
Thus it began, not with an exclusive fccus bn the reading or

,

language arts curriculum and
.
.

.,.

.

instruction'k

extent there, but by

.

,

do.

.

C (

obser4ing broadly the everyday life of the classroom.

By means

of extensive partfdipant observItion.and'broad.tnEerchange with
teacher and students, the researc4rsAhoped to discover and describe

the way that classroom participants make sense of their literate
world.

Two assumptians guiding the study were that writing is an ex-

pressive option that is, like speech, acquired in use,%nd that,
.

in our society, the classroom is a key site in which the young are
.exposed to literacy.

For these reasons it was decided-to examine

not only the social context for written literacy that the.classroom
provides, but the perspectives of teachers and children on what
0

writinLis foxand what it means to be literate.

Thus th e theoret-

ical underpinnings and design of the research were interdisciplinary.
In'an effort to document the classroom as an environment for written

literacy, peppecLves and methods of ethnography, sociolinguistics,
and cognitive psychology were combined and augmented with insights
of the experienced teachers who participated in the research.
.

In the face of our relative ignorance about the classroom as
an environment for written literacy, it,was decided to adopt a
phenomenological

dice

in the research.

In phenomenology,.our aim

is to encounter the object of.our cuilosity in a state of wonder
(Schutz,,197.6).

We endeavor to put aside our presuppositions about

what the reality of the situation might be and
reality anew by immersion within it:

discover its

In so doing, our aim is not

to explain, but to describe (Wittgenstein, 1953/68).
In developing the descriptive model 'of the'classroom under

study, analytic categories were arrived at inductively.

The re-

searchers and informants sifted the naturalistic data fot patterns
of meaningful acitivity in writing.

In addition, however, insights

'

from previous research on writing and teaching and the experiences
of participaiing teachers provided.useful conceptual levers to
.

interpret the data (Schatzman & Strauss, 1973).

,

Of focal importance

was the grounding of.inferences about written literacy in the everyday activities of teacher and students.
by repeated pbservations.

Stich inferences were tested

Competing explanations were sought and

evidence from multiple data points was tcApatied (Gorden, 1975).

.

The

.

'00

z

interdisciplinary and collaborative nature of the study enabled

/t

'

these activities.

Eventually a descriptive model

the classroom was derived.

9r

writing in

The model portrays the functions of

writing in the classroom, thezforms at. .adant to those fuactions,
I

and the value's implicit in those functions about writing ant'its

purposes.
The classroom in questiolin this report-is calred,Room 12.
It was studied both as a small community in its own right and as
,a social group within the wider communities of school and neighbor.

hood (Florio, 1979).

The teachers Ms. Donovan*, was a key inforMant

in the study since it was she who planntd most classroom acti7ites
.

.

,

and p iepared the learning environment for Students (Clark & Yinger,
.

1980).

Data collected in the study re flected the interdisciplinary

nature of the'research and were intended to yield a lorded and rich
ti

.documentation of writing in Poom 12.
.

Data colleted included the

following:

- -field notes of year-long participant observation,

--videotapes of sclected classroom activities,
- -weekly journals kept by the teacher reflecting her
thoughts on 'teaching in general tend on writing in
particdlar,
- - interviews with the teacher about the contents`` of

videotapes and journal entries,
- -student writings collected naturalistically,-and
-- conversations with students about their writing.

.This paper offer6 only a partial report of the findings of the
t

study.

It presents the'descripEive todel.of the functions of writing

*Pseudonyms are used throughout eRis report.
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,in Room 12 that was derived by analysis of the many types of de-

criptive data collected:

Prelude tothe presentation of themodl

Is a brief description of the school and community in which Room 12
is located.

Following the disces;ion of the functions of writing

in Room 12 are some thoughts on the nature of the writing curri.

Cilium and on this classroom as an environment for literacy.
-

This report focuses on a second/third gra de located in Room 12
WO.

of the Conley Elementary

hook.

The school is

in

the East Eden

School District--a diserict serving approximately 4,600 taents.

The small city of East Eden is the home of a large land grant mi..

versity and abuti the capitol of a mid-western State.
tion is a di

popula-

r

rse one with families of many ethnic and racial back-

grounds and a variety of occupations ranging ft6m sti;e government
.

employment and university teaching to farming and automotive work..

,.

4

.

The East Eden School District has been revising its K-12 curriculum
or writing over the past few years.. /Thus, teache

..

:

have been re-

,

minded of the priority curregtly.being placed' on writing and,its
0

.

instruction.

Room 12 is the only room of its kind in the Conley School.
4

Its special nature has implications for the uses of writing that
were observed there.

In order to locate writing meaningfully within

the social context of the classroom, it is important briefly to considef

Room 12 and'Conley Schbol as learning environments,
Occupying an entire wing of the Conley School builditg, Room

lhouses four teachers and four cross-age homerooms- -two at the
second/third grade level and two at the fourth/fifth.

8

The room ha.

fr

t

ovable.walls and a large cepamon area.

The four homerooms are in
,

'alcoves of the rloom and can

isolated from one another or merged
its

(see'Figure l).

Mixed dge interaction,.'independent and small group

learning in' centers, and a flexible team approach to planning and

teaching aresimp rtant aspects of life in Robm 12.
,COnley Schbol is:ndt.an unlikely glace fox such an alternative
learning environment.

It is known in the community of East Eden as

-a \Xively and, active place particularly. ffective in .instructing

children'frdm diver se backgrounds. .Conlechool receives' Titfe

I

aid and,.although many children attekling the school come from middle
class households, 'many of its students are poor.

While the parents

p

of some children are employed by the n'eafby stare university, others
.
-

work in local agriculture o1 the auto4ndustry.

Unemployment in. rile

'Conley neighbolhood'is increasing, and-many. families live in government subsidized housing.

As ssin the rest of East Eden, a large .number

4

of Conley children from all economic backgrounds live in single-parent

households.
Established as an alternative learning environment in 1976,
Room 12 has not been uncontroversial.

Some teachers consider it a

.

A

professional challenge tp work there,

other shun the room's

ti.

apparent disorder and lack of privacy.

Some parents prefer less

open environments for the children, while others consider assignment of their children to the room as a special opportunity.

Chil-

,

dren Irom all backgrounds are represented among Room 12's membership.
Room 12 has changed over the years in the direction of less

open space, mixed age activity. The fourth/fifth grade homerooms
9

9
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Map of Ms. Donovanys.corner of
room twelve (Field Notes,-9/Z/79).
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tendto remain in e'l west side of the room for most of the day
whil

second/third grade homerooms tend to occupy the.kast.

ever, many of the vestiges of the open education movement that
.,originally inspired loom 12 remain.

Students have m.lny opportuniz

.ties to choose 'the timing and format 'of their academic and social
activities.

They work in a varietj of instructional arrange-

ments including teache4--led large groups, small student groups,

mixedage tutorials,-and-independent learning centers.
.

Room 12's openness, the nearly one huridred mixed-age students-

who occupy it,;its special status in the building and community,
A

and its -ethos of student 'pHoice in learning, give 'rise to the fol-

lowing four broadkfunctions of writing in Ms. Donovan's class that
were identified in the course of the research:
1.

writing.to_participate in community,

2.

writing to knaw'onespl f and others,

-3.

4.

writing to occupy free time, and
writing to demonstrate academia competence.
.,!!

'The ZunUions'of Writing in Room 12
This studylFas instituted with an interest in the social situations in which students' written products arise anq in which their,
"beliefs and values about writifig are shaped.

Toward these ends,

guiding questions raised in. the process of collecting and analyzing
data included the following:

What opportunities for writing do

o

students find in'the classroom?
to meet those opportunities?

How is Writing used by students

How do teacher's and students differ:

1

entiate among tile functions of writing and the forms appropriate
to them ?

What-contextual forces are operant in this process?

0.

.

11

'

7
'10

.

4.

To'address questions of this nature, one.needs to approach
4

. writing holistically- -n7 /as a ser es of discrete skills to be

mastered, but asS cultural.tool i

use.

Viewed in this light,

writing functions are the focus of inquiry.

This focus on function

standsin sharp contrast to other ways of studying language thdt
have t)?pically'emphasized the study of lapguage forms.

To study

writing in this way, one takes an ethnographic Stance that, in

Basso's (107) words,
focuses upon 'writing as a form of communicative
activity and takes as a major objective the analysis
of the structure and function of this activity (p. 426).
.

Table 1 summarizes the four broad purposes to which writing
was put by Ms. Donovdh and her students .n their corner of Room 12.
Life in that alcove was varied.,

There were scheduledand impromptu

lessons, group and individual activities, teacher-planned and student choice times.

Written communication in Ms. Donovan's class

reflects this social and academic diversity.

Each of the four'

t9

functions of written literacy. documented in this class arises out

of particular intellectual and social needs and opportunities presented by the school and classroom.
Table l'presents-"as a formal matrix what was, in reality, a
series of,,dyiimic, interactive occasions for writing.

The matrix

0

derived from analysis of the various descriptive data collected
in Room 12 during the 1979-80 academic year.

It was developed with

Ms. Donovan's collaboration as theyear progressed and was tested
and elaborated with data from subsequent observations during the
year.

12
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Table 1
/

The Functions of Writing in Room Twelve

.

s

FUNCTION
TYPE

'

.

-

'

c'

#NITIATOR

.

.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

SAMPLE
ACTIVITY

COMPOSER

I

WRITER/
SPEAKER

AUDIENCE

FORMAT

teacher

student

by teacherand

.

-

.

EVALUATION

FATE

.

.
.

,TYPE X:
'WRITING TO
'PARTICIPATE

classroom
rule,
setting

teacher

tefIcher

E.

staaonts

students:
drafted on
chalkboard;
printed in
colored marker
on large white
paper

1

IN COMMUNITY

t

,

.,-.

:

.

.

diaries

'TYPE II:

teacher

student

student

student

ERITING TO
KNOW ONESELF

'ANdOTHERSI
i

(

no

-.

A '
.

,
'

1

by teacher:
written or
printed on
lined paper in
student-made
booklets

f

TYPE III:
WRITING

1
posted:
referred to when
rules are broken

locked in
teachers, file
cabinet or kept
in student desk;
occasionally
shared with
teacher, other
students, or
family

no

.

.

.
letters
and cards

TO OCCUPY

student

student

student

.

:.FREE TIME

other
(parents,
friends,
family)

kept; may be
given op gift
drawn onlined to parents or
or construction friend
paper
.
by student:
printed or

no

.

1

TYPE IV:
WRITING TO

science
lab
.booklets

;DEMONSTRATE
ACADEMIC
COMPETENCE

teacher

publisher

.

publisher 6
set:dent41

teacher

.

by publisher:
printed in
commer
1
_boo et

L

checked
by teacher; filed
for later use by
student; pages
home to parents by teacher
.

.

13

.

,

yes

'

9+
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Implicit'ixtthe matrix is the notion that classrooM literacy
resides not entirely in.the production and comprehension of docu-

.

ments, but in.a complex of social and cognitive features including
.

,roles,lexpressive.intentions, resources fom communication, and
outcomes of communication.

The four general functions of writing

identified., can thus beliistinguished from one another not only by

the docUments'produced (see Figure 2) ,'but

terms .of the ways in

which th)gy variously combine and manifest these social and cognitive
distinctive features.
.

46

-

Writing in Room 12 is used to serve multiple purposes including
1

C

but not limited to the demonstration of academic mastery.-

In addi-

tion, .writing occurs throughout the curriculum - -in reading and lan-

guage arts, but alSo in science, social studies and the like.

Beyond

its-appearance in the manifest curricular areas, moveover, writing

4

occurs and serves important purposes in the establishment, enactment,

and regulationof the classroom social life.

The Four Functions in Comparison'and Contrast
Varying somewhat systematically with the sociocognitive purposes
to'whiclii writing is put in Room 12 are the distinctive features pre-

sented inithe-matriX.

These features reflect the truly local norms

of life in Room 12 (Hynes, 1976) but also reflect a commonsense
;

understanding of the ..oveia4 roles, intentions and outcomes that abide
in much

wLting undertaken in our culture.

The features that vary

meaningfullcyfrom function to function in Room 12 have been identified
to include the initiator of the occasion for writing, the composer
.1

..

.

.

of the written product; the person(s) who actually write(s) the

0
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Figure 2. 'Documents reflecting the four
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document, .the writing's intended audience, the.fornai of the docu-

ment (and the person(s) who plan that format), the ultimate fate
.

of themritten dacument,sand the presence or absence of formal
-

evaluation of the. riting.1
4c

The distinct iv
p

features of the four functions of writing are

imtimately bound up in the social contexts within which the writing

)

is undertaken and the documents ultimately produced.

To perform

these functions of written literacyentails not only competence
.

to manipulate written symbols, but the negotiation-and enactment
`of a variety of social roles w),Zhin,the context of school and classroom.
C

The important facets of writinvin this classroom include some
ti

that appear regularly in the literature as generic parts of the
composing process (e.g., composer, audience, format).

Others, how-

1

ever, reflect the unique institutional context of the school'and
elAssroom.

One would expect 2 for example, that audience would be

a relevant feature of most or all writing.

However, one would not

expect that all writing would necessarily have as a distinctive
feature the:presende or absence of formal evaluation.

Some writing's

effectiveness is eased, instead, on its ability to persiade or elicit
a response ftpm its audience.

Similarly, in the case of the solitary

writer in a private setting, it might not be relevant to distinguish

the initiator from the writer in an occasion for writing.

A diarist

initiates her/his own writing as does a housekeeper preparing a

-while th4 four functions are described in detail elsewhere
(Florio & Clark, in press, this report focuses on their copparison
and contrast and the social meanings that reside in them.

1.6

-
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shopping list or a researcher hoping to share findings. from her/his
study.

This is not always the case in the classroom, however.

Finally, some of the distinctive features refbict the explicitly
local context of the elementary classroom.

For example, in most

adult literacy events it is unlikely that we would count a speaker
as a writer.

One would assume that at the very least one would have

to inscribe graphically to be considered engaged in writing.

In the

elementary classroom, hoi4ever, as researchers such as Cook-Gumperz
and Gumpez (1978), have shown us,. a child may. gradually approach

writing through the oral medium of disc'ission or sharing with
others.

Thus an event like Show and Tell may take on a dist- inc-

tively literacy -related.quality in a setting such as the elementary
4

classroom.

2

One peculiarity in the matrix reflecting the local norms of
the elementary classroom social context is the breaking down of
the graphic activity into three roles--initiator, composer, and
In Room 12, as in other classrooms,the teache'r was the

scribe.

.

frequent initiator o f writing activities.

In fact, the matrix shows

that in only one type or-writing is the student the initiator--writing
to occupy free time.

In an open spice classroom with a great deal

i

of such free time to be structured by the student, there was, in fact,
a great deal of such initiation.

But one,could imaginecla srooms

2

Although not brought out in this matrix, the same could also
apply to the rather fuzzy distinction that might be drawn between
early drawing and early writing.
Much as it is difficult to pinpoint
precisely the beginnings of literacy in societies, in part because
pictorial representation preceded and is so closely related to it
(Goody & Watt, 1977),,so it is with early writing and with the
3
mingling of drawing and writing that often marks the writtey literacy
of young children (Gardn'er, 1980; Clay, 1975; Ervin-Tripp & Mitchell Kernan, 1977).

17

4
C

organized differently in whichthe teacher would be the.sole initiator of all written activity in the L.lassrooi.

f.,

In general, in Room 12, the roles pf initiator, composer,
eadecribe are not held by the same person.;, ,The students often

have the opportunity sollectively Eccompose a document while the
teacher writes it down dt the chalkboard or on large white butcher
paper. s-In such cases, the students undertake-the composing activities

typically relatedtb writing, including biainstorming for ideas,
finding worde to eXpres, one's intentions, placing punctuation, and

proofreadilt and correcting.
tion o

4
mech

However, for the ease of group genera-

a text (or because early in the yearIchildren lack sufficient
ical skills to write privately), these Interactive compositions

are en 'ded b

the teacher.

3

Another distinction that applies uniquely to institutional
settings, is that of separation of the formatting role from the
roles of composer or encoder in the literacy event.
.

i
t

.

We have all

.

had the experience of filling out forms--whether they be for income tax, unemployment:, or mail orders.

In so doing'we are pain-

fully aware of our subordinate status in the writing process.

In

ordex to communicate effectively.we must ,capitulate to the thematic
categories, technical language, Lind space limitations of the form.
4

Although it can be argued that to communicate effectively under Any'

3 Itihas

.

beem argued elsewhere that.such interactive cognitive
events may help to expand and extend the individual beyond the limits
of Whether/his produc5ioz1 would be alone (Vygotsky, 1978; Cole,
et al., 1579)-.In.additiah, however, they are uniquely suitsd to
public literacy events such as the generation of a code of classroom
rubs, the productianof a class ihanie you note to someone who has
served the group, or the teaching of a whole group session.

-..
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1
circumstanceS'we must submit to constraints including the orthography
of the language, conventions of genre, and the Like, the form is an

extreme case orthe separation of the formatting role from the tn-

.

coding role.' It can.be argued in suchcases that the foriatter and
the person filling in the form at best collaborate in composing the
document.

Viewed in this way, children.in Room 12 are at. least in part
lt

coliaborators IFith publisher6 as fillers-out of forms.

role theY identified for;the rOsearchers when asked
I

This is a
sOrt and

describe their-bi-weekly folder'of writings. 'They uniformly sepa.

.4..

.
.

,

rated forms such as worksheets and workbook pages into

separate

category, calling it "work" and pointing out that it was special

becauseit was "written by 'machine."

Because of the nature of the

open classrdom organization and curriculumi of Room 12, it is notable

that such form-Jilling was only one of four types of written enterprises observed.

However, it is worthy of note as well that such

forin filling was always evaluated formally and shared with parents.

While other student written work mayor may not have rerived formal
or informal evaluation, the writing that students did in collaboration with'publishers was always evaluated formally -- hence, perhaps,

thecomman,categorization of it as "work" by the students and its
similar labelingft,in the ordinary educational parlance.

This matrix reveals, a great deal of what can be thought of as
$ the "hidden curriculum" (Jackson, 1968) for written literacy'in

Room 12. .'Writing continues to be unique among Oe basics in Eat
Eden in that it lacks many explicit props orguidelines for curri-

culum and instruction.,' Other than a district -wide (and teacher

generated) set of loose guidelines called the "Commod7Writings, "4

teachers are not required to specify their writing curriculum, nor

aiettiey innundated with prepac4ged materials for writing,instruc,

.tion as they ale in such areas as math, reading, science:, and social
studies.

Although four types.of writing are used 'in the clasSroom,Illey

O.

.

are not all claimed as part of the writing curriculem-b"..rtheteacher.
,...,

While our descriptive analysis d

_.--

ents that, contrary to critics,

writing *clearly does occur in the classroom and that a great range

1

of kindsof writing.are undertakgn there, much of the writingdOcumerited in the matrix has a somewhat incidental quality.

5

The hidden-

ness of many of the varied ways in which children are using writing
as a cultural tool iii' Room 12.obScures some, potentially r'ch oppor-

=titles to make explicit literacy-'related aspects of an activity.
4

0

.

The "Comm.= Writings" are the only district mandates in East
Eden that pertain to writing. They are a series of performance objectives ,for grades K-12 presented as.-uwriting forms" that students
at various grades must be able to4foduce. Thy forms (usually five
or six per grade) must be evidenced by one example that is, placed in
the studenes:cumulative'record.. These writing samples accompany the
child through -the grades as evidence'of competence in writing.
The
teacher has considerable latitude in deciding when andhow to elicit
the samples (see appendix).
"

5

Evenwhen this incidental writing is noticed by'theteacher;
the problem of bow to evaluate such work without discouraging student
initiative and risk- taking is one with whiCh Ms. Donovan struggled..'

The way,it was resolved,at least impart, was to assess formally
only a,small sample of student writing.
Ihformal assessment, or the
effect of written expression on the student's intended audience, was
inevitable and available, as well.
The teacher used it to work with
children on.'their stories and diaries, and all recipients ofstudent
written gifts and fetters offered. similar responses.
But it is difficult for such assessment to enter into what Doyle (1978) called
the "grade economy" of the classroom--to be capital in the classroom
.

environment.

1,
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It also bscures aspecta of student competen ce from teacher purview
4
.

.

and evalu ;ion.

.Finally, the student has many opportunities to

\

write; but \hey vary greately as to the degree that they offer ac0

cess t6lthewhee-expressive process--from initiation of an idea
I

.

,

through the fOrmatting,.the composing, and encoding of It.
\

4

,

.

\

Such differences in the complex of sociocegnitive features of
\

/16

NI

vardo us-occasion\s for writing may not only teach children different
I

.

,

:

,

4

...

intellectual skill* 4elateCto literacy (Scribner.& dole, 1981), but
they may alSo Impart different values about literacy and its use.

We begin to see the association, for example, of form-filling withwork andsperformance evaluation.

We see that some writing is col-

laborative and public and related to the managentent of social relationa-

We can learn that the written word is a safe haveri into which

to retreat when in a busy and crowded open space we want some tise.to
. relax and be alone.

"count" for much.

But we may also learn that such writing doesn't
We see that writing is a bridge to 'others -- through
.

' letters and gifts-Nand to one's inner world--through diaries.

These
'

values and meanings about literacy and what is available to one as a
literate member of a community are remarkable to learn--but they go ununremarke'd upon as part of the communicative ecology bf the clasaroem.'
,4

Some would argue that they deserve at least as much explicit attention
as do the mechanical skills of production (Elsasser and JohnLSteiner-, 1977.
4

conclusion
One way to characterize curriculum is, in Fggleston's (1977)

words, as "a body of learning experiences responding to a societal

21
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e/
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e

,

/view of knowledge that .may not alwlys be fully expressed dr even
fully accepted b.'y teachers anal students" (p. 20).

It was not un.ti.

this study was well underway.that the researchers realized that -to

study the processes of teaching and learning writing in the class...
.

'_room was, in fact, to study the writing curriculum.

Thus; it was

a long time before the'teachers and researchers in dialogue with
one another, Aiscovered the curricula for writing embedded in everyday activities in the Classroom.
,
0

Perhaps because writing in3truction in Room 12, unlike instruc,

tion in other sch661 subjects, lacks a "received" and highly. stan-

dardized system of objectives and Materials, it:iseasy to assume
:that it lacks a curriculum.

But-as Eggleston's characterization

indicates, curriculum may exist without full rsr.oeffsus about or

full expression of the structure and contents of knowledge, the
appropriate ways to impart knoWledge, the persons to whom it should.

be taught, the means to evaluate such efforts, or the valueg under-lying itb instruction%

In large part we have found that thisystate of affairs charea-,

terize& the writing curriculum in the classroom studied.

The teaching

4

and learning of writing was, first and foremost, largely unarticulatea.
Free of the materials and precise'clistrict mandates that both supported

and limited instruction in other academic subjectg, writing posed both
a problem and an opportunity for the teacher and students whom we
observed.

4
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It is possible that relative freedom from outside 'management

of curriculum makes we'ing the last bastion of independent decision making among school subjects.

Potentially it is still an area in
O

which teachers can make fundamental choices about, the knowledge

to.

impart, the ways to impart it, the nature ofastsessment, and the
0

reasons fOTA.earning.

But it is also possible for such'lack of
P

%pecificIENn of the curriculum to be a source of problems.

Teachers

may enact writing instruction unreflectively - -fillingup the time
,

A

.

with-activities that ierely recapitulate their own4imited experi14

.

,

ences as former students of writing.

Worse, such an unregulated
I

.

part of the course of study can suffer for lack oe'legitimacy.

Thus

O

we sometimes see writing slighted in a busy school day or passing
.

.

unremarked upon as it is used throughout the day as a means to other
academic ends.
.

"

.The.absence of curricular materials in writing has engendered
a paradoxical situation with respect to writing instruction.

On

one hand, research-on.the teaching of writing portrays teaCheii',
.

.

engaging in some of their most creative and rich preactive and
interactive planning precisely becauSe they labk the curricular
and.managerial.props and constraints that materials would provide
*

(Clark & Elmbre, 1981)4

However, much of that creative instruction

is "invisible"--to an4ysts, to students, and to teachers themselves.

T

The invisibility happens in at least two ways.

First, teachers often

engage students In writing that is "incidental" to the 'completion of

other academic tasks and miss, in their efforts to complete those
tasks, opportunities to draw student attention to the important

3.

I
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aspects of the very writing processes they are using.

a

The second

source of the invisibility Of writing ins-ruction lies in the natuore
el

4

II

of claSsrooms as places in which to study and communicate with.ethers.
Writing ts ubiquitous in classrooms, although explicit writing in!

struction may not ke. Writing of papers and testscanbecdte such
b. part of everyday lift in classrooms that it goes unremarked upon.,

by its users.

Thus the powerful potential of writing in use-in
/

everyday school life goes unexplpited such that it is neither ad_

dressed in *teacher pteparation nor accounted for in curricular

descrptions; it is not even "counted". as writing and writing in(

Ptruction by educators, children, or parents.

Yet it is preciSely

this,everyday use of language that is at the heart of the process
A

df becoming a competent communicator.
This state of affairs makes
ricular tesearch.

io/

In addition,

riting 4strategic site for curriting is a scho4.:'subject that

potentially calls forth considerable professionalism in teachers.
In undertaking writing instruction they may find them.selves having.

toref/ect upon their own experience as writers, the lives'of their
.

diverse students and the role of writing in them,- the opportunities
for becoming literate in tfTeir classrooms, the problems of standards
(It

'

(

in wriEiug, and our societal definitions of and values about literacy.
a

.1
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Appendix
Appendix to Field Notes:

"Common Writings" Posters put up in
Room 12 for Open House
4

Second Grade
Autobiography:

Significant Life Events

The students will bring in five or six photographs that were taken
during their life or that they have taken from a magazine as representative
of themselves. They will assemble these and write about their significance
In their life.
Sentence & Paragraph:*

The students will write interrogative, declarative, imperative, and
exclammatory sentences. Folder
Report and Research Writing:
The student's 'Will alphabetize by second letter and gain- familiarity

with library arranwent.
Imaginative/Fkctioa Writinj
t
'Imaginary Creature.
The students will bring in pictures of monsters and
their ';unreal" -Creatures and discuss them.
Have the students make-up their

own creature and write about what it looks like and does.
CopYing:

The students will copy a short paragraph from the blackboard.
*Required sample.

Also choose a second Common Writing Sample.

(

